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COMMUNIST SUBVERSION IN THE U.S ARMY AND NAVY
While the Communist Workers Party and the Trotskyist Socialist Workers Party are instructing their young members
to secure jobs as manual workers in industrial plants so that they can organize their fellow workers, the Progressive
Labor Party is instructing its high school graduates to enlist in the Army or Navy. The policy of the Communist
Workers Party and the Socialist Workers Party is to "colonize" the Labor Unions, while the Progressive Labor Party
seeks to "colonize" the Armed Forces.
The communists "colonize" an organization by infiltrating disciplined party members into that organization with the
objective of controlling it. By working energetically for the objectives of the organization, these communists gain in
influence and not infrequently seize control of the administrative apparatus so that they can direct policy and activity.
The communists claim to be the vanguard of the working class, but the numerous communist parties in the U . S . A.
attract few, if any, workers. Most of their recruits come from the ranks of the students and the professions. They try to
create synthetic workers and lower?rank servicemen out of the students and professionals.
Soldiers and Sailors??A Key Force for Revolution
The leaders of the Progressive Labor Party are well aware of the role played by the mutinous soldiers and sailors of
Russia in the Bolshevik Revolution that conquered that country for communism, and they are striving to create similar
mutinous foci in the U.S. Armed Forces.
An article in the Summer?Fall edition of PL, The Theoretical Journal of the Progressive
Labor Party, entitled "Soldiers and Sailors??A Key Force for Revolution", discusses the techniques necessary to do
this and the prospects of success. According to this article, the leaders are encouraged by the progress they are making.
They state:
"Members of our party who have joined the armed forces have indeed found a fertile ground for building a
revolutionary movement." (Page 9)
The State
Marxism teaches that the State is the instrument by which the ruling economic class controls and oppresses the mass of
the people. The communists believe the ruling class in the U. S . A. is the business class or bourgeoisie, while the
workers form the oppressed class or the proletariat. The police and the army are the enforcers of the will of the rulers.
The article states:
"The armed forces are the key element in the organization of the state. Upon their stability and general condition
depend the stability of the state as a whole.\ The proletariat's chance of overthrowing the bourgeoisie and smashing the
bourgeois state in the event of an immediate revolutionary situation depends in great measure on the degree of
disaffection within the bosses' armed forces. 'Unless the revolution assumes a mass character and affects the troops,
there can be no question of serious struggle,' said Lenin, leader of the Russian revolution." (Page 12)
The Power of the Dedicated Few
The patient consistent work of a few communists in the Russian Army finally paid great dividends. The article states:
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"The Bolsheviks did revolutionary work in the Tsarist armed forces for thirteen years... Years of hard work behind
this revolutionary line eventually paid off." (Page 12)
The conduct of the Russian troops is described thus:
"Kerensky, head of the Russian capitalist government, gave his final order that same night. The St. Petersburg garrison
was told to move to the front to fight the German troops, so?called enemies during World War I. Instead, they 'moved'
Kerensky & Co. out of power and helped world history turn over a new leaf. These troops were followed by their
fellows throughout Russia. Turn the Guns Around! became the mass slogan." (Page 13)
This was accomplished by a relative handful of Bolshevik infiltrators. For this reason, the communists of the PLP are
not discouraged by the small number of their members in the Armed Forces. They state:
"Patient, consistent basebuilding by a few communists (there were fewer than 100 Bolsheviks in the whole Baltic Fleet
only a few months before the revolution) was crucial." (Page 13)
Rebellions in the U.S Army
The claim is made that the PLP communists have already been successful in leading rebellions in the Armed Forces:
"During the Vietnam era, our party led more than one GI rebellion. Challenge Desafio our party's newspaper, was read
by thousands. Its pages recounted dozens of revolts involving thousands of soldiers and sailors in every part of the
world. Even a bosses' rag, The Overseas Weekly, had to admit, in a headline, that GIs Declare War on the Army.
"The key battles were against racism and the war. The watershed rebellion of the GI movement occurred in August,
1968. One hundred black GIs, twenty?five of them Vietnam vets, refused riot duty in Chicago at the Democratic
Convention. GI rebellions intensified, reaching a crescendo of two every week during the summer of 1971, according
to official army records." (Page 15)
Kill the Officers
one effective strategy is to provoke conflict between officers and enlisted men. The PLP rejoices when officers are
killed and wounded by their own subordinates:
"The resistance became more violent. From 1969 to 1971, the Army lists 551 recorded fraggings??blowing up officers
with fragmentation grenades detonated by mutinous GIs. Special forensic medical stations were built to determine if
officers had been killed by the Vietnamese guerrillas or by their own men! Every major stockade revolted; many were
burned to the ground." (Page 15)
The strength of any army depends upon the loyalty, competence and courage of the rank The finest equipment is
useless if the soldiers and sailors refuse to use it. Worse, it in hostile hands, destroy the leadership of the Army. Those
who have the loyalty of the ranks really possess the weapons.
The realization of this inspires the communists. They quote from a poem by Bertoldt Brecht:
GENERAL, your tank is a mighty vehicle.
It shatters the forest and crushes a hundred men.
But it has one defect;
It needs a driver.
GENERAL, your bomber is awesome.
It flies faster than a hurricane and bears more than a hundred elephants.
But it has one defect;
It needs a mechanic.
GENERAL, a man is quite expendable.
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He can fly and he can kill.
But he has one defect;
He can think.
And because he can think,
communist ideas will help him understand
how the real world works
and how forces come into being to
change the world.
GENERAL, from this beginning we will
turn this war machine of imperialism
back upon you and your masters
to complete your end.
GENERAL, a man is quite expendable.
Just like an artillery shell or poison gas.
But he has one defect;
He will serve the interests of his class,
now,
and yours no longer!
Call for Civil War
The article concludes with a clarion call for civil war in the Armed Forces, and with the claim that the PLP will lead
that war;
"Our class must turn the imperialist war into a socialist civil war. This historic task is impossible without a movement
in the military to turn the guns around on the brass and bosses. At the front, we should fraternize with the troops of
"enemy" armies. The armed forces of other imperialist powers are made up of workers, just as ours are.
"Patriotism, another form of nationalism, is a bosses' game. Loyalty to the U.S. means loyalty to the bosses state. We
have more in common with workers and soldiers throughout the world than with any boss here. Proletarian
internationalism is our answer to the bosses' patriotic crap. We should reserve our bullets for the brass and their
ruling?class masters.
"To talk of turning an imperialist war into revolution is ludicrous without a massbased revolutionary party. Who is to
coordinate and lead the attack on capitalism when it becomes apparent that workers can no longer live in the old way?
Without a general staff there would be rebellion, but rebellion to no real end. Our party, the Progressive Labor Party,
aims to be a mass revolutionary party.
"The revolutionary base we build in the armed forces today will lay the foundation for a communist tomorrow."
(Pages 19 and 20)
Are these statements the ravings of a handful of madmen or should they be taken seriously? It should be remembered
that the statements of Lenin in 1917 were read by a small number and most of these readers dismissed them with
contempt.
Just as the direction of a vast ocean liner can be changed and controlled by a tiny rudder, so great masses of men can
be turned and redirected by an articulate, dedicated few. We must recruit dedicated, informed, enlightened and
articulate individuals to promote understanding instead of conflict, and who will display that love which casts out fear
and hatred.
Dr. George Westcott, Vice President of the Crusade, who returned from service as a missionary surgeon in Zaire
earlier this year because of illness, has been readmitted to the Methodist Hospital in Indianapolis to undergo radiation
therapy. Please pray for him.
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THE INCREASING ENCIRCLEMENT OF THE U.S.A
The encircling forces of communism are drawing closer to the U.S. A. American citizens are attacked in Honduras;
fierce fighting continues in El Salvador; and a guerrilla war engulfs Guatemala.
Guatemala borders Mexico where communist?led guerrilla bands have been operating for some time. The Mexican
Government tries to keep publicity about such bands to a minimum.
The following article taken from the September 16 edition of the Marxist?Leninist newspaper, the Guardian describes
the conflict in Guatemala:
Guatemala guerrillas press the attack
By S. ROTHKO
Guatemala's military forces have stepped up their counter?insurgency operations in the past several weeks, but they
have been Unable to take the initiative from the country's guerrilla movement.
Heavy fighting is reported in the western highlands, as some 1000 government troops mount "clean?up operations"
against the guerrillas in Quezaltenango province. In Guatemala City and elsewhere, government forces claim to have
discovered and dismantled more than a dozen guerrilla hideouts in the past two months, in what appears to be the first
major military setback for the revolutionary movement in months of escalating attacks against the military
government of President Gen. Romero Lucas Garcia.
Nevertheless, the guerrillas remain on the offensive throughout much of the country. They have recently targeted
important tourist centers, prompting the U.S. State Department to issue an advisory against travel to Guatemala.
Government forces meanwhile continue to slaughter the civilian population in genocidal proportions; the July 19
massacre of 150?300 residents of an Indian village is the? latest case to come to light.
Three men have been arrested in the murder of a U.S. priest in July, but the evidence suggests a frame?up to mollify
international opinion and hide the government's responsibility for the killing.
In the last three weeks of July government forces reportedly discovered and dismantled 11 guerrilla "safe houses" in
Guatemala City and two in the province of Escuintla near the Pacific coast. Three more alleged guerrilla hideouts
were reportedly discovered in the capital Aug. 13 and 14.
Heavy fighting was reported in some of the government raids, while other guerrilla houses were found abandoned.
The government claimed that one of the houses contained the general files of Guatemala's four principal guerrilla
organizations. The four guerrilla groups have been coordinating their actions for over a year.
The majority of the urban hideouts reportedly belonged to the Organization of the People in Arms (ORPA), while the
two houses in the coastal region were refuges for the Rebel Armed Forces (FAR). ORPA is one of the two largest and
most active guerrilla organizations, along with the Guerrilla Army of the Poor (EGP), and has a reputation for being
the most tightly organized and strictly clandestine of the revolutionary groups.
Recent guerrilla actions, however, make clear that the guerrilla movement has the numbers, popular bases and
organizations to absorb the blow of the raids.
Significantly, ORPA, the group most heavily affected by the government raids, has been the most active in recent
weeks, attacking government forces in diverse regions of the countryside. In the second week of August, ORPA
guerrillas occupied two towns in the western highlands. In San Miguel Pochuta, Chimaltenango, the guerrillas held a
meeting in front of the town hall with residents, inviting them to join the, popular war. In San Juan Ostuncalco,
Quezaltenango, an estimated 50 ORPA guerrillas, led by a woman commander, carried out a similar operation.
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ORPA guerrillas also attacked a border post along the Mexican border Aug. 15, ORPA actions earlier in the month in
the Pacific coastal region included the ambush of an army convoy and the occupation of two large agro?export farms.
TOURIST CENTERS UNDER ATTACK
At the beginning of August, Guatemala's most important tourist centers came under attack. An explosion damaged an
exclusive hotel in Panajachel, Solola, in an indigenous town on Lake Atitlan that has been overrun by tourists in
recent years. No one was injured. Another bomb caused damages to the offices of Guatel, the national communications
company, and injured two people in Antigua Guatemala, the old colonial capital.
Antigua, another tourist mecca, where many wealthy retired U.S. businesspeople have permanent residences, has been
less affected by violence than most other highland towns.
The road to Chichicastenango, an Indian town in the embattled Quiche department that the government has made into
an important tourist center, was blocked by some 100 guerrillas, who set vehicles on fire and burned down a
restaurant. On the. weekend of July 19, some 500 guerrillas from a joint force of the EGP and ORPA occupied
Chichicastenango for several hours.
REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITY
Although the government raids certainly weakened guerrilla organization in the capital, an explosion which rocked the
offices of Pan Am in downtown Guatemala City Aug. 5 demonstrated that armed revolutionary activity in the city has
not been paralyzed. The early morning explosion was the fourth attack against foreign airlines this year.
Other revolutionary actions in the capital included the simultaneous explosion of 45 propaganda bombs at different
points of the city, and two attacks Aug. 4 on security forces by the January 31 Popular Front (FP?3 1), a coalition of
the country's six most militant mass organizations, to commemorate the fourth anniversary of the kidnaping and
murder of two student leaders. Sabotage at two electrical stations, one in the capital and the other in nearby Mixco,
caused suspension of electricity for several hours.
SOVIET OFFENSIVE
The Soviet Union is waging a three?pronged offensive:
1. Increasing Soviet military might, both nuclear and traditional.
2. A "peace" campaign in the Western World to reduce western military power.
3. A propaganda campaign in the underdeveloped world to slander the U.S.A. and its allies and to promote guerrilla
warfare in those countries not sympathetic to communism.
MULTITUDES IN GREECE HEAR SLANDER OF U.S.A
Gus Hall, leader of the U.S. Communists, is accustomed to addressing small crowds in the U.S.A. This is not always
the situation when he speaks overseas as this report, published in the September 15 edition of the Daily World
indicates:
750,000 hear Gus Hall in Greece
ATHENS, Greece? Gus Hall, general secretary of the Communist Party USA, brought warm greetings of peace and
fiendship from the U.S. people to a huge mass rally which was the high point of a four?day Festival of Greek
Communist Youth. The Festival drew some one and a half million participants over the four days, and three fourths of
a million attended the rally.
Hall, in a speech on Sunday, September 13, said that U.S. Communists have been forced to become the experts on
U.S. imperialism, that "we know the beast from the inside ?from living and struggling within its guts, its bloated
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belly."
Hall proceeded to denounce the new level of war threats and nuclear holocaust that U.S. imperialism seeks to bring
upon the people of Greece, of Europe and the world.
His speech, interrupted and punctuated by the cheering and applause of his huge audience, detailed the war plans of
U.S. imperialism and exposed the hypocritical "chatter of Haig?Weinberger?Reagan about talks that perhaps
eventually will lead to negotiations about negotiations with the Soviet Union.
U.S. arms race
"At the present time, the Reagan Administration has absolutely no intentions of taking part in any serious arms
reduction negotiations. "The United States has taken off on a frenzied, insane arms race to achieve nuclear military
superiority, including the development of new scientific breakthroughs in ever more destructive weapons of mass
murder," Hall went on to nail the "big lie" under which this insanity is taking place ?the lie of "the Soviet menace."
But, he said, "the people of the United States are in a fighting mood next Saturday (Sept. 19), Washington D.C. will
be the unwilling host of perhaps the biggest mass protest demonstration in all U.S. history."
The rally was in a spirited, festive mood. It celebrated the first appearance ever at such a mass event in Greece by a
U.S. Communist leader, a fact which gave "life" to the solidarity of the U.S. and Greek peoples against U.S.
imperialism.
General Secretary of. the Greek Central Committee Harilaos Florakis agreed with Hall's analysis. He said that
"Greece has become a magnet attracting nuclear holocaust because of the policy of subjection by the Right. As long as
Greece is in NATO and American nuclear weapons and bases remain on Greek soil, a continually tightening noose
will remain on her neck. The first task of the Greek people today is to get rid of American military and naval
domination."
The U.S. has 20 military bases within Greece, in addition to the presence of the U.S. Navy. The U.S. multinationals
and banks are also much in evidence.
DAILY WORLD
Tuesday, September 15, 1981 ? 2
Even allowing for probable exaggeration of the size of the crowd, Hall spoke to an enormous throng and incited
hatred of the U. S . A.
How many of those who heard Hall speak ever hear a message telling the truth about communist doctrine and the
atrocities that have resulted from the application of that doctrine? Who tells them about the hospitality, generosity,
achievements, devotion to freedom, and desire for true peace that prevails in the U. S . A.? How many of his hearers
will enlist in communist ranks? How many will become guerrillas seeking the violent overthrow of the democratic
government of Greece?
BETTER LATE THAN NEVER
The Administration has announced that a special radio station in Florida will broadcast to the Cuban people to
counteract the disinformation which is fed to them by their communist rulers.
This is a step in the right direction, but it is not adequate to deal with the situation in Central America and the
Caribbean. Fidel Castro is informing millions in these areas that the U.S. A. is conducting chemical warfare against the
Cuban people by spreading a virile form of dengue fever and by other means.
What is being done to inform the students of El Salvador, Honduras, Costa Rica and Guatemala of the true nature of
communism and the true motives of the United States?
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It is good to broadcast to people after the communists have conquered them, but it is better to broadcast the truth
before the communists have deceived, ensnared and enslaved them.
COMMUNIST PROPAGANDA IN A MAGAZINE FOR DENTISTS
Communist?ruled East Germany is a wonderful place, and the U.S. A. should copy it.
This is the conclusion a logical individual must reach if he reads and believes a report on educational conditions in
East Germany, in the September 1 edition of the prestigious magazine, TIC, which is published for the dental
profession.
It is surprising that such a paradise found it necessary to erect a lethal wall to prevent its citizens from fleeing to West
Germany, the "hell" on the other side of the border. Many East German citizens have lost their lives trying to penetrate
or surmount this hideous barrier and flee to the West. Without the wall, the "Paradise" would be deserted by the
majority of the population.
The report publishes the conclusions of Dr. Nathaniel Hickerson, Associate Professor of Education at the University of
Southern California. It states:
"East Germany is the first nation in the world that claims to have eliminated the influence of family background on
performance in school. Hickerson traveled to East Germany to check out this boast, and he now believes it to be true.
He insists that the East German experience holds lessons for the United States.
"Conversations with East German ministers of education and teachers, along with his own observations, led Hickerson
to the conclusion that East Germany's classless educational system is the result of the classless society it serves.
"Income gaps between different professions have been drastically narrowed, Hickerson reports, and housing is
completely integrated there. Thus, a physician and a factory worker may earn comparable amounts and may live next
door to one another. Their children play together and attend school together.
"Virtually all East German children succeed in school, Hickerson reports. For one reason, he says, the nation cannot
afford to allow even a single child to fall by the academic wayside. The country faces a critical shortage of workers
and is undergoing relentless technological development."
I am reminded of the statement of Malcolm Muggeridge concerning visitors to the Soviet Union during the Stalinist
holocaust in the 1930s. Muggeridge, who was a devout socialist at that time, was serving as a journalist in the Soviet
Union. He observed the tyranny and slaughter that was taking place and became disillusioned and horrified. His horror
was compounded by his observation of the attitudes, behavior, and reports of a stream of visiting educators, religious
leaders, businessmen and politicians to that land of cruelty and carnage. They usually left with the stars in their eyes
undimmed and returned to their homelands with glowing reports of the progress and humanity characterizing
conditions in the Soviet Union. Muggeridge states:
"Wise old Shaw, high?minded old Barbusse, the venerable Webbs, Gide the pure in heart and Picasso the impure,
down to poor little teachers, crazed clergymen and millionaires, drivelling dons and very special correspondents like
Duranty, all resolved, come what might, to believe anything, however preposterous, to overlook anything, however
villainous, to approve anything, however obscurantist and brutally authoritarian, in order to be able to preserve intact
the confident expectation that one of the most thorough?going, ruthless and bloody tyrannies ever to exist on earth
could be relied on to champion human freedom, the brotherhood of man, and all the other good liberal causes to which
they had dedicated their lives. All resolved, in other words, to abolish themselves and their world, the rest of us with
it." (Chronicles of Wasted Time, The Green Stick, pages 275?276)
Communist propaganda appears in the most unlikely places. Eternal vigilance is truly the price of liberty.
COMMUNISTS AND COMMUNIST LITERATURE IN THE SCHOOLS
"Where did all the radicals, who were demonstrating and rioting on the College campuses during the 1960s, go?
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"They joined the teaching staffs of the Universities, Colleges, and High Schools."
I thought of this as I read a letter from an organization of Marxist professors and authors which began as follows:
Reading Lists in Radical Social Science
A Joint Project of URPE: the Union for Radical Political Economics and MARHO: the Radical Historians'
Organization
Dear Friend,
At a time when everyone is worried about the country's swing to the right, Business Week has reported that there are
10,000 Marxists in U.S. colleges and universities. Even though we may not be that strong, there is a larger Left in
academia today, under Reaganism, than under earlier periods of conservative ascendancy. It is important that these
forces be strengthened if we are to successfully resist the upcoming Reagan attacks on the Left and the poor.
One reason why radicals have been able to establish themselves in the academic environment is that they have helped
one another. Mutual support organizations have grown in almost every discipline. One of the most successful such
groups, the eleven year old Union for Radical Political Economics (URPE), publishes a respected journal, The Review
of Radical Political Economics as well as several widely?read anthologies.
The remainder of the letter was a plea for funds to enable the organization to publish an up?to?date edition of
"Reading Lists in Radical Political Economies."
Marxist radicals work for a communist future by writing, publishing, and distributing literature.
Jesus said, "The children of this world are wiser in their generation than the children of light."
The need for literature which exposes the fallacies of communist doctrines and the falsity of communist promises is
great everywhere. Nowhere is this need more urgent than in the schools,
PREVENTING GUERRILLA WARFARE
The best way to prevent guerrilla warfare is to prevent the recruitment of guerrillas.
Guerrilla leaders are formed by a five?step process. The steps are: 1) Anti?Imperialism; 2) Anti?Capitalism; 3)
Socialism; 4) Communism; 5) Guerrilla.
Provide the students with literature to expose the fallacies of communist doctrines and the horrors of communist
history??literature that will prove that the communists are the real imperialists of today. They are then unlikely to
become guerrillas.
FRUSTRATED ANTICOMMUNISTS IN LATIN AMERICA
There are thousands of intelligent, educated, dedicated individuals in the nations of Latin America, Africa and Asia
who are eager to fight communism in their own countries. Usually they feel isolated, ill?equipped, and frustrated.
They look to the U.S. A. for help which does not come. They constitute a resource of inestimable value which, all too
often, is lying idle.
Consider this letter from a missionary friend who is working in one of the major countries of South America:
"Last week something occurred here that could have far?reaching effects. A man who teaches English asked if we had
any English magazines that we could let him use for his classes. He was thinking primarily of Readers Digests.
However, I decided to loan him some back copies of the Crusade letters, and asked him to read them through to see if
they might serve his purpose. Shortly thereafter he came to my house, bringing the papers and a friend of his that he
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said was very interested in these papers.
"This friend is a professor at the university here. He said that he had waited for years to find something like these
letters. It appears that he has been studying the communist menace for many years, trying to do something in his
contacts with students and others to halt its advance, but all the while feeling very much alone and helpless. He wrote
a letter to former President Carter, setting forth what he thought would be a good program which the U.S. Government
could and should use to help combat communism. He never received a reply. Perhaps I can later send you a copy of
his letter. He would like to send something similar to President Reagan, but is afraid that it would get lost in the
system of secretaries, etc., and asks if I can help him get the letter to someone high enough in our government so that
it might at least be considered. I don't know to whom it could be sent. Perhaps you could suggest someone.
"Incidentally, he once went to the U.S. Embassy in hoping to talk to the Ambassador about his suggested program to
combat communism, but never got to see anyone that really has any authority, so never told them his ideas.
"Naturally, I would like to know what your reaction is, and what ideas you have to take advantage of his talents and
preparation."
We will correspond with this man immediately and discuss how we can cooperate to inform his students and others of
the truth concerning communism. We will supply as many copies of the Spanish editions of "Why I Am Against
Communism" and "You Can Trust the Communists (to be Communists)" as he can use.
Dedicated, informed, equipped and active anticommunists are more effective than tanks,
planes and guns in the battle against communism in many countries.
POST OFFICE BOX 890 227 EAST SIXTH STREET LONG BEACH, CA. 90801?0890 Area Code (213) 437?0941
Christian Anti?Communism Crusade
October 15, 1981
Dear Friend,
Many of our readers have written to national leaders asking that a sum equal to one percent of the military budget be
expended in a worldwide truth campaign, and they have sent me copies of the replies received from spokesmen for the
President, the Defense Department, and the State Department, and from Senators and Congressmen.
I share the frustration many express on reading the replies. The majority acknowledge the need for a massive truth
campaign and express the pious hope that somebody will work to accomplish it. Lacking is the clear response: "1 will
work to make this Truth Campaign a reality."
The Crusade is not only advocating a worldwide truth campaign, it is conducting one. For this purpose we are trying
to raise a million dollar truth fund. One weapon in this campaign is the booklet, "Why I Am Against Communism."
The response to its distribution in English and Spanish is encouraging. A Maryknoll Father writes:
"Many thanks for the twenty?five copies of 'Por que Estoy en Contra del Comunismo' which I received the other day.
I am passing them out here among our people in this fishing port parish. You are correct in stressing the importance of
attractive anti?communist literature. The market places here are full of colorful Chinese Communist magazines which
are sold inexpensively. One would think China is a paradise. I think it's important to stress how the responsible use of
freedom and a truly democratic government result in a higher standard of living which is what these third world
countries are really after, but don't know how to achieve. Your pamphlet is well done. Enclosed is a check for
twentyfive dollars to help along your Crusade."
A Baptist missionary writes:
"We want to thank you for the copies of your book, 'You Can Trust the Communists (to be
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Communists)' in Spanish which we have distributed to independent Baptist pastors here in the mountains. We have
been here for 13 years now, and have never seen anything like the present communist activity, mainly through
Catholic and 'Evangelical' church organizations and their 'Liberation Theology.' Many Christian leaders do not
recognize the leftist strategy behind these movements. If it is possible for you to do so, we could quickly give away
another 20 copies of your book, just to pastors and youth workers with whom we have contact. We are trying to get as
much good literature as possible into their hands while we have the opportunity. Yesterday there were ten terrorist
bombings."
A Senior Citizen writes:
"Thank you for the booklet, 'Why I Am Against Communism.' It is the most informative treatise I ever read and
should be required reading in all of the high schools and colleges. Tho I'm on a low?fixed income and 90 years old and
afflicted with arthritis, I would like to have one hundred of these booklets to place in our two local universities and
Colleges. I can get help in placing them, I feel sure."
Have you read and distributed this book? We will gladly send you as many as you can use at no cost. Offer it to the
principal of your local high school or have it distributed in your church.
Please consider using the Crusade Christmas card this year. Your use of these cards will convey loving greetings to
your family and friends and also help the Crusade ministry. We do not sell these cards but supply all you request for
whatever gift you care to make to the Crusade work. The cards will be personalized with your name and a short
message if you request this.
Dr. George Westcott has been a close personal friend and a dedicated Christian anticoinmunist for nearly 30 years.
While practicing as a surgeon in Ypsilanti, h always found time to attend Crusade anticommunism seminars to record
the messages of the speakers. During the past several years he has served his Lord as a missionary surgeon in Zaire.
He is now in the Methodist Hospital in Indianapolis, Indiana. Please pray for him.
With Christian love,
Fred Schwarz
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